POSITION VACANCIES
The Hague International Law Review is a newly established international law journal based in the Hague,
the Netherlands by the Corax Foundation. The journal and related publishing platform are developed and
run by an enthusiastic and global team of professionals and law students. Both the journal and the
platform aim to support and enrich the professional discussion regarding International and European
law, as well as highlighting up-and-coming new areas of International Law (commercial or otherwise).
The Hague International aims to provide not only high-quality content on a frequent basis to a vast
audience of academics, practitioners and law students but also to create new opportunities for both young
and established law practitioners and academics. Each year the team aims to publish a volume of quality
work, highlighting both the authors and the themes that are developing in the international sphere of law.
Our team is looking for senior editors, junior editors and graphic designers interested in
partaking in the publication process and the production of law-related content (including but not limited
to articles, blog posts, book reviews, case notes, opinion pieces and interviews).
Should you apply to join the team as a senior editor, your duties will mainly consist of:
- editing content on a weekly to a bi-monthly basis;
- producing content on the assigned area of law on a monthly to a quarterly basis (this will be
determined in the course of the publishing agenda, accounting for your specialisation and
interest);
- advising the board on content selection and publishing agenda;
- assisting the team with research on particular sectors; and
- working with junior editors.
Should you apply to join the team as a junior editor, your duties will mainly consist of:
- editing content on a weekly to a bi-monthly basis;
- producing content on the assigned area of law on a monthly basis (this will be determined in the
course of the publishing agenda, accounting for your study specialisation);
- assisting the team with research on particular sectors;
- supporting the publishing agenda and accompanying events; and
- working with senior editors.
Should you apply to join the team as a graphic designer, your duties will mainly consist of:
- coordinating the visuals for the website (on a weekly to a monthly basis);
- designing the curated publications (digital and print); and
- working with the social media team.

/placement requirements are listed on the next page/

What we look for in a senior editor:
- excellent verbal and written communication skills in English and/or French;
- minimum LL.M. qualification (or a national level equivalent);
- experience in editing and research;
- eye for detail and high standards of accuracy.
What we look for in a junior editor:
- excellent verbal and written communication skills in English and/or French;
- currently enrolled in an LL.B. or LL.M. program (or a national equivalentň;
- experience in research;
- eye for detail and high standards of accuracy.
What we look for in a graphic designer:
- demonstrable design skills and a strong eye for visual composition;
- proficiency with Photoshop, Canva or Illustrator;
- understanding of website and multimedia design; and
- effective time management skills and ability to meet deadlines.

Onboarding will be individual and will be decided on after a successful interview.

Please send your resume and a motivation letter to: submissions@thehagueinternational.blog

